Abstract. High-performance pedestrian detection with good accuracy and fast speed is an important yet challenging task in computer vision. We design a novel feature named pair normalized channel feature (PNCF), which simultaneously combines and normalizes two channel features in image channels, achieving a highly discriminative power and computational efficiency. PNCF applies to both gradient channels and color channels so that shape and appearance information are described and integrated in the same feature. To efficiently explore the formidably large PNCF feature space, we propose a statistics-based feature learning method to select a small number of potentially discriminative candidate features, which are fed into the boosting algorithm. In addition, channel compression and a hybrid pyramid are employed to speed up the multiscale detection. Experiments illustrate the effectiveness of PNCF and its learning method. Our proposed detector outperforms the state-of-the-art on several benchmark datasets in both detection accuracy and efficiency.
Pair normalized channel feature and statistics-based learning for high-performance pedestrian detection 1 Introduction Pedestrian detection is an important task modified with many applications in computer vision, such as intelligent visual surveillance and advanced driver assistance systems. 1 However, high performance pedestrian detection with good accuracy and fast speed is still a challenge due to the large variations within each class caused by varying poses, illuminations, clothes and so on.
Feature design and its learning method is the key factor for object detection performance. Viola and Jones (VJ)'s seminal face detector 2 benefits much from Haar feature's high discriminative power and low computation cost. In pedestrian detection, many features have been proposed. They can be categorized as shape features [histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), 3 Edgelet, 4 Covariance, 5 etc.], texture features (LBP, 6 , etc.), color features (color similarity, 7 , etc.) and motion features (HOF, 7 , etc.). Among them, HOG is the most influential with its high discriminative power and moderate computational cost.
Because these features are multi-dimensional, the computational cost is high. Scalar features [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] compute much faster, while maintaining the discriminative power with a boosting learning algorithm. 13 The HOG bin feature 8, 9 is a direct variant of HOG that uses only its bins. Oriented granular feature 10 is also a similar variant. Recently, channel feature 11 is defined on multiple image channels (gradient, color, etc.), but it has no sophisticated normalization, which may be deficient under nonuniform illumination. Scalar features can also be composed by joining several individual scalar features through addition, subtraction or multiplication. 10, 12 Joint features are more discriminative, but the computational burden is increased. In feature learning, most previous works 2, 5, 11, 14 conduct an exhaustive search to explore the feature space, which is a slow process. Some proposed methods intend to learn more efficiently by sampling the feature space. Heuristic grow, combine and cut operations are used in Ref. 10 to generate the features to be searched. Nested AdaBoost is employed in Ref. 12 to select a few seed features and then combine the seed features with many other candidate features. Huang et al. 15 utilize a collaborative learning method for feature selection.
In detection, classifier evaluation and sliding window search determine the detection speed. For scalar features, evaluation with cascade of boosted classifiers 2 is fast and widely employed. However, sliding window search in multiple positions and scales is slow, thus two kinds of complementary approaches are proposed to speed up the search. The first is reducing the number of searched windows, including branch and bound search, 16 pre-filtering with other cues (e.g., foreground extraction, 17 geometry and perspective, 18, 19 depth 20 ), visual search 21 and coarse-to-fine search. 22, 23 The second is reducing the time in constructing image pyramid and pre-processing for feature extraction (e.g., gradient calculation, integral image computing), which is the bottleneck in multiscale detection. Viola et al. 2 build a detector pyramid by directly scaling Haar features to avoid constructing an image pyramid, but most features are not scale invariant. At the cost of reducing detection accuracy, Dollár et al. 24 use gradients in one scale to approximate gradients in multiple nearby scales.
This work has the following contributions. First, we design a novel feature named pair normalized channel feature (PNCF) as the ratio of two channel features (see Fig. 1 ). The ratio operation accomplishes feature-normalization and combination simultaneously without additional computation. Normalization helps PNCF to be robust to illumination variations. Combination further enhances PNCF's discriminative power. PNCF is versatile as the joint features lie either inside the same image channel or across multiple channels. In addition, PNCF applies to multiple channel types including gradient channels and color channels, so shape and appearance information can be described and integrated in the same feature. Second, we propose a statisticsbased PNCF feature-learning method, which selects features efficiently to speed up the detector-training process. The basic idea is that statistics of channel features help to generate discriminative PNCF features more efficiently, thus allowing for the statistics themselves to be computed fast. 25 Third, we combine a detector and image pyramid for fast multiscale detection. Comparisons with state-of-the-art detectors demonstrate that our detector improves the accuracy considerably and runs significantly faster.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 introduces the image channels and the novel PNCF feature. Section 3 describes the statistics-based feature learning method, with two variants for combining it with boosting learning algorithm. Section 4 presents the multiscale detection method. Section 5 provides extensive experimental results on several challenging datasets. Section 6 provides the conclusion.
Pair Normalized Channel Feature

Image Channels
Inspired by Ref. 11 multiple image channels C n ðx; yÞ are extracted from the input image Iðx; yÞ. We use two types of channels, gradient channels (GC) and color channels (CC), to describe the pedestrian's shape and appearance, respectively. GC channels are inspired by the HOG feature. 3 The image I's gradient magnitude Gðx; yÞ and orientation Oðx; yÞ are computed as Gðx; yÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi I x ðx; yÞ 2 þ I y ðx; yÞ 2 q Oðx; yÞ ¼ arc tan½I y ðx; yÞ∕I x ðx; yÞ þ
where I x ðx; yÞ, I y ðx; yÞ are the x, y derivatives obtained by a ½ −1 0 1 mask. The orientation's range ð0; πÞ is quantized into N b bins (e.g., N b ¼ 9 ) with bin centers θ n , n ¼ 1; : : : ; N b . Gradient orientation channel G n ðx; yÞ contains the gradient magnitude within bin n's orientation range. Gðx; yÞ is allocated into two neighboring channels G n ðx; yÞ and G nþ1 ðx; yÞ with linear interpolation according to its orientation Oðx; yÞ ∈ ðθ n ; θ nþ1 Þ. The N b gradient orientation channels G n ðx; yÞ, n ¼ The average GC and LC channels of 2000 pedestrian samples are shown in Fig. 2 . The brighter or darker than the average regions in the channels serves as informative pedestrian cues, such as the shoulder positions in the GC or the head positions in the LC. The figure illustrates that GC and LC are complementary, as they have different informative regions.
PNCF Feature
Features are designed in the image channels. A channel feature M n ðRÞ is defined as the sum of a local rectangular region Rðx; y; w; hÞ in the channel C n ðx; yÞ: 
where n is the channel index. The feature is fast to compute by integral image, 2 with only four table lookup and three addition/subtraction operations. The channel feature set M ¼ fM n ðRÞg is generated with all the possible rectangles R on all the N c channels. To reduce M size, parameters x, y, w and h of R are restricted to be divisible by 4. In this case, we propose to use a channel compression technique. The channel C n ðx; yÞ with size ðW ori ; H ori Þ is compressed to a quarter as ðW; HÞ ¼ ð 
Apart from feature number reduction, this channel compression technique is also advantageous to the subsequent feature-learning and multi-scale detection module, which will be explained later. Directly using the channel features for classification is not appropriate since it is sensitive to illumination variations. We propose the PNCF defined as
where numerator M n 1 ðR 1 Þ and denominator M n 2 ðR 2 Þ constitute the channel feature pair. n 1 and n 2 belongs to the same channel type. We constrain R 1 and R 2 to be adjacent in Fig. 1 Illustration of PNCF feature. Discriminative channel features M 2 and M 1 are selected in two image channels. They are combined by ratio operation as
, resulting in a normalized and more discriminative feature.
position and scale to have approximately uniform illumination. This local constraint is
where r a is the adjacent rate. With the ratio operation, PNCF is normalized to gain illumination invariance. The pedestrian is supposed to be a Lambertian surface, so the image is Iðx; yÞ ¼ ρðx; yÞnðx; yÞ · s;
where ρðx; yÞ is the albedo, nðx; yÞ is the surface normal direction, and s is the illumination source intensity with direction. Note that under uniform illumination, s is constant. If the illumination s changes to s 0 ¼ αs by a factor α, the corresponding image is I 0 ðx; yÞ ¼ αIðx; yÞ. Then the channel and channel feature has C 0 n ðx; yÞ ¼ αC n ðx; yÞ, M 0 n ðRÞ ¼ αM n ðRÞ, so it changes with illumination variation. But after normalization,
The ratio operation ensures PNCF's invariance to illumination variation. The above derivation applies to the gradient channels, as well as color channels of linear color spaces, such as RGB space. For nonlinear color spaces, it does not necessarily hold. But for LUV space, since both U and V channel are obtained by multiplying L channel with an illumination invariant term, the ratio of PNCF can also remove the illumination variations similarly.
The ratio also makes PNCF a joint feature by combining two channel features, making the PNCF feature versatile and enhances its discriminative power. Equation (3) illustrates that the joint features can either lie inside the same image channel (n 1 ¼ n 2 ) or across multiple channels (n 1 ≠ n 2 ), so both inter-and intra-channel information are utilized and that the rectangles R 1 and R 2 do not need to be the same.
If exhaustively combining all the possible channel feature pairs from M under the local constraint, the generated PNCF set P has cardðPÞ ¼ cardðMÞ 2 
, P contains billions of features. The huge PNCF feature space provides plenty of potential discriminative features, but it is computationally formidable to be fully explored. Therefore, an efficient PNCF feature-learning method is necessary.
Statistics-Based PNCF Feature Learning
We propose a statistics-based feature-learning method that contains two modules, with the goal of reducing the feature set P. The first module is a seed channel features selection as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . The basic principle is M can be refined by only selecting discriminative features as the seeds. The feature's discriminative power is measured by its statistics (i.e., mean and covariance), which can be calculated efficiently with an integral image. The channel feature is then categorized into two types (Sec. 3.2), given the feature statistics. The second module is the PNCF generation and selection with boosting algorithm. PNCF features are generated by combining seed features pairwisely according to its type. Since the number of seed features is reduced, PNCF set P is reduced greatly. Then PNCF generation is fed into boosting learning algorithms. 
Fast Statistics Calculation
For a channel image C n ðx; yÞ with size W × H, its integral image IC n ðx; yÞ is calculated and represented as a d × 1ðd ¼ WHÞ column vector x. The value of a channel feature M n ðRÞ (denoted as m) is computed by
where g m is a sparse vector with only four nonzeros determined by four vertices of R. The sparsity of g m explains the extremely fast computation of the feature. We denote the expectation operator as h·i. Given the samples which are weighted in the latter boosting learning algorithm (Sec. 3.3), the feature mean μ m and feature covariance σ 2 m are computed as
where μ x ¼ hωxi is the channel mean vector, and ω is the normalized sample weights.
where σ 2 x ¼ hωxx T i − μ x μ T x is the channel covariance matrix. The above channel statistics μ x and σ 2 x are calculated with sample weights, and the unweighted statistics are obtained by simply removing the ω term. With Eqs. (8) and (9), the feature's statistics can be calculated fast given the channel statistics due to the sparsity of g m . The time complexity for calculating the channel statistics is OðN s N c d 2 Þ, where N s and N c are the number of samples and channels. With the channel compression technique (Sec. 2.2), the space and time complexity drop to 1/16 and 1/256, respectively.
For a two-class classification problem with c ¼ f0; 1g, we denote the positive and negative feature and channel statistics as μ m;c , σ 2 m;c , μ x;c and σ 2 x;c . They can be calculated efficiently with the positive and negative samples, respectively.
PNCF Features Generation
Given all the channel features and their statistics, we propose a discriminative power measure to select the seed features. We use the feature's classification error on the samples as an indicator. The lower the error, the higher the discriminative power. 
The channel features are sorted according to their errors and features with low errors are selected. A PNCF feature p is a ratio of a numerator feature m n and denominator feature m d with normal distribution, but this ratio distribution is too complicated. 27 Fortunately, precise statistical characteristic of a PNCF feature is not necessary for the PNCF feature generation. Thus we propose a rough rule based on mean value. Feature p's truncated mean is approximated as
Truncated mean excludes outliers caused by small denominators, which are too rare to influence the classification. We define μr as ratio of a feature's positive and negative class mean, for reflecting the feature's classification margin of two classes. Then we can derive
To make μr p large for good classification, μr m n should be large and μr m d be small. In this case, the channel features are categorized into two types named type-1 (μr > 1) and type-2 (μr < 1). We restrict m n to be type-1 and m d to be type-2. Then μr p > μr m n > 1, so PNCF feature p has improved discriminative power compared with m n . Table 1 gives two real examples. From the perspective of classification error, the approximation in Eqs. (11) and (12) is good enough. When compared with m n and m d , p has a larger μr and thus lower classification error e p indeed, achieving better performance. As for PNCF's physical significance, type-1 feature lies in the channel's brighter region and type-2 lies in the darker region (see Fig. 2 ). Both regions are informative and discriminative. Also, the ratio of brighter versus darker region makes it brighter, hence more discriminative.
We select S 1 type-1 features and S 2 type-2 features with small classification error as the seeds, and generate S 1 × S 2 PNCF features by combining each pair of type-1 and type-2 features.
PNCF Feature Selection with Boosting
The Gentle AdaBoost type boosting learning algorithm 13 is utilized to select the features from the generated PNCF feature pool. We randomly sample a small set of features for boosting with sampling rate r s , since randomness can improve the diversity of the ensemble classifier and reduce the training time complexity. 28 Decision stump is employed as the weak classifier.
To integrate the PNCF generation and random selection into boosting framework, we consider two methods called InBoost selection (IBS) and PreBoost selection (PBS). InBoost is similar to Ref. 25 . In IBS [see Fig. 3(b) ], channel features are randomly sampled and then seed features are selected based on channel and feature statistics. With the seed features, the PNCF features are generated and then the most discriminative one is selected by boosting. Since the sample weights are updated in each boosting round, the channel statistics should be updated correspondingly in every boosting round, resulting in a large computational cost. To make it more efficient, we propose the PBS [see Fig. 3(c) ] as an alternative. Before boosting, channel and features statistics are calculated without sample weights [see dashed module in Fig. 3(b) ]. Then the seed features are selected. In each boosting learning round, features are randomly sampled from the seed features and PNCF features are generated. Since channel statistics calculation does not involve updated sample weights in boosting rounds, time complexity drops greatly compared with PBS.
Fast Multi-scale Detection
The detector is a cascade of boosted classifiers for classification. Even though the PNCF feature and the cascade structure make the classification fast, preprocessing channels and corresponding integral images is still a bottleneck in multiscale detection. To increase speed, the channel compression technique in Sec. 2.2 is applied to reduce the time in computing integral images. A channel that is not compressed with size ðW ori ; H ori Þ costs 2 W ori H ori additions to compute the integral image, while a compressed one only costs W ori H ori plus ðW ori H ori Þ∕8 additions, which is a 40% decrease.
Another speedy technique is to utilize a hybrid pyramid (HPy) by combining the detector pyramid and image pyramid. With a detector pyramid, the preprocessing is performed only once, saving lots of time. To construct the detector pyramid, Ref. 2 directly scales the detector to different sizes. But it is not feasible for PNCF feature as it is sensitive to scale. We propose to train the detector pyramid at the cost of increased training time. The detector pyramid includes seven pedestrian detectors of sizes 32 × 64, 36 × 72, 44 × 88, 48 × 96, 56 × 112, 64 × 128, 72 × 144. For pedestrians larger than 72 × 144, we use the 72 × 144 detector to detect them by image pyramid. With this HPy less preprocessing is needed, so overall detection time is reduced significantly. On the other hand, most previous detectors use a fixed size of 64 × 128, which may cause performance damage when detecting smaller pedestrians by upsampling.
Experiments
We first decide the methods and parameter settings by training and testing on the Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique (INRIA) pedestrian dataset. 3 Then the final detectors are trained and compared with other methods on various datasets. In detection, we use mean shift mode estimation 29 for merging multiple detections of the same pedestrian. The detection results are evaluated with false positive per-image (FPPI) measure 30 (Pascal overlap threshold is 0.5). The miss rate at reference point 0.1 FPPI is given for comparison, the FPPI evaluation tool and other detector's results from the public benchmark. 30 
Method and Parameter Settings
Excepting those being studied, the parameters are kept. By default, 10 GC channels are employed including one gradient magnitude channel and nine gradient orientation channels; the adjacent rate r a ¼ 2, feature random sampling rate r s ¼ 0.02, type-1 and type-2 feature number S 1 ¼ 1000, Fig. 4(a) . It shows PBS feature selection has 5.4% improvement in detection accuracy over IBS, so it is better to calculate the statistics without sample weights in the boosting round. We infer that as the sample weights are highly biased to the hard samples in the boosting training, the generated PNCF features with IBS are biased and become less discriminative. Also, the advantage in performance, the training time of PBS method (140 min) is only half of IBS (260 min). In Fig. 4(b) , performance curves with different normalization adjacent rates r a are illustrated. The best result is achieved by r a ¼ 2, which is consistent with HOG feature's 2 × 2 cell/block structure. 3 Smaller value (r a ¼ 1.5) has less PNCF candidate features, and bigger values (r a ¼ 3, r a ¼ inf) are sensitive to nonuniform illumination, so their performances drop by 2.2% to 5.7%. Figure 4 (c) shows the performances of PNCF features extracted on color channels with different color spaces, including RGB (RC), HSV (HC) and LUV (LC). LUV channels gain the best performance, which is consistent with Ref. 11.
In Fig. 5 , HOGBin-enriched, PNCF-GC and PNCF-GCLC are compared. HOGBin-enriched is an enriched version of HOG bin feature, 8, 9 by containing 1 Ã 1, 1 Ã 2, 2 Ã 1 and 2 Ã 2 HOG feature's cell/block structures, as well as multiple aspect ratios for the cells or blocks. The feature is similar to PNCF-GC, but the numerator and denominator are fixed in the cell/block structure. Also, the denominator must lie in the gradient magnitude channel. Therefore, it is far less versatile than PNCF-GC, and the traditional exhaustive search method is sufficient for learning. The training is 240 minutes, slower than PNCF-GC's 140 minutes. PNCF-GCLC uses additional LC channels for combining gradient and color information. From the results, PNCF-GCLC is the best with 4.9% improvement over PNCF-GC, which is better than HOGBin-enriched with 3.8%. Apart from the detection accuracy, the feature numbers are listed in Table 2 . Having fewer features makes the feature evaluation time drop and allows for fast detection. Compared with HOGBin-enriched, PNCF-GCLC and PNCF-GC have fewer features, especially PNCF-GCLC. ChnFtrs 11 has more feature numbers, though it is similar to PNCF-GC by integrating gradient and color. The above results illustrate the discriminative power of PNCF feature and the effectiveness of the statistics-based learning method. Thus, 47% of PNCF-GCLC features are LC features, which proves the importance of color information. The percentage of the cross channel feature is 73%, so the utilization of intra-channel information in PNCF is also justified.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare our method with all the available methods in Ref. 30 in the reasonable setting, 30 which evaluates pedestrians with at least 50 pixels in height under no or partial occlusion. We use both GC and LC channels together for training the detector. We train a detector pyramid on a much bigger dataset with 10,000 pedestrians, including INRIA training set and samples we collected. Apart from INRIA dataset, the trained detector is evaluated on three additional benchmark datasets, TUDBrussels, 31 ETH 32 and Caltech. 30 The three datasets are captured on a moving platform in the streets. TUD-Brussels contains 508 frames with 1498 pedestrians. ETH contains three videos with 1804 frames and 12,000 pedestrians. Caltech is the biggest dataset with precise annotation. It contains 347,000 pedestrians in total. While INRIA dataset has big pedestrians with high resolution, these datasets have a large portion of small pedestrians range from 50 to 100 pixels in height, which is a frequent resolution for many surveillance or driver assistance applications. Figure 6 gives the comparison results on the four datasets. Among the state-of-the-art methods, ChnFtrs 11 is similar to our method by utilizing features in different image channels, but its features have no careful normalization. FPDW 24 approximates ChnFtrs to gain significant speedup. LatSvm-v2 33 is a well-known part-based method. MultiFtrþ Motion 7 uses additional motion feature for better accuracy, but it is time-consuming. Overall the results show our method gains better accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods, especially on TUD-Brussels, ETH and Caltech whose pedestrians has adequate height. On INRIA, ChnFtrs and FPDW utilize carefully tuned post-processing parameters (the result without tuning is presented in Ref. 11 and is inferior to our method ). LatSvm-v2 is more suitable for big pedestrians, so it is not so good on TUD-Brussels and Caltech. Our method is comparable to MultiFtr þ Motion on TUD-Brussels, but outperforms it in all the other datasets, especially on ETH. On ETH and the much bigger Caltech dataset, our method is better than the runner-up by 7.1% and 5.0%, respectively. Figure 7 gives the accuracy versus running speed of our detectors on Caltech dataset. We use the same time normalization as Ref. 30 We perform two kinds of multi-scale detection schemes including image pyramid (IPy) and HPy to illustrate the attained speed. In Fig. 7 , our IPy and HPy generate the best performance in accuracy and efficiency. Though IPy does not apply fast multi-scale detection, it is still faster than other methods including FPDW due to the reduced feature number. As expected, HPy is better than IPy in accuracy and efficiency with three times the speed. The efficiency improvement is better than visual search 21 or coarse-to-fine search, 22 which has only twice the speed. If we further integrate these quicker, compatible techniques, our method can be even faster. Figure 8 depicts some detection results on the datasets given by our detector. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel PNCF feature type and described a statistics-based PNCF feature learning method. We employ channel compression and HPy technique to increase the multi-scale detection. Experiments demonstrate the proposed PNCF feature has high discriminative power and low computational cost. Extensive comparisons with other methods show that our detector achieves state-of-the-art accuracy and a much faster running speed. Although the PNCF feature and the feature learning are proposed for pedestrian detection, they can also be used in other object detection. In future, we will extend the PNCF detector to multiple views and parts-based pedestrian detection for further accuracy improvement and occlusion handling. 
